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Under a tree by myself apple fell new discovery in of itself I am thinking this might be gravity
Could it be a force field?
*Chorus*
ooh woo, it's a fundamental force now
I've been feeling it since 1666 now every object has mass and you feel a pull

ooh woo, it's a fundamental force now Let me kick it like it's 1686 now things may not touch but a force it's still

It all depends on the mass
the closer it is the force is bigger farther away it gets weaker
Gone all the fallen things
Could there be a force field?

*Chorus*

Can see more gravity (ooh woo, it's a fundamental force now)
Look the moon its revolving
All around the earth it seems.
Couldn't do it without gravity
Gravity makes it all come down (ooh woo, it's a fundamental force now)

Atoms they may be little have gravitational force it in the middle
But oh it makes it all fall
Won't bother me

Is it falling?
Is it falling?
Is it falling?
Is it falling?
Is it falling?
Is it falling down?

(ooh woo, it's a fundamental force now)
The force from one mass to another mass now

Things don't touch a force it's still

*Chorus*